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Dear Colleagues

Once again one of our dreams has come true ... it is my great pleasure to announce to you the 1st issue of the Pan Arab Journal of Rhinology (PAJR), the official publication of the Pan Arab Rhinology Society (PARS) and the voice of all Arab Rhinologists.

In mid 1980s the march of Endoscopic sinus surgery started in the Arab region as it did in many areas of the world. Thanks to the many pioneers in Egypt and other Arab countries this march continued over the years through continuous medical education activities. Many young Arab doctors who started their training in the 1990s are now very eminent key doctors in their countries and have continued the march.

The need to organize these many efforts within an official organization appeared urgently and paved the way for the PARS to be born in the spring 2010. Now the PARS is not only a reality but also a well-known and recognized Society in all ENT & Head and Neck conferences and by all rhinology Societies over the world.

We should be extremely proud that we have made it this far together. Our Journal, the PAJR, is one of the most crucial demands through which we can, hand in hand, not only publish all our researches in the field of Rhinology, but also show the world our scientific work, train our young doctors on the skills of writing scientific papers and exchange ideas amongst us.

Starting from next year PAJR will appear in two issues annually. We sincerely welcome your contribution to the PAJR.... the voice of Arab Rhinologists.

Best regards.

Prof. Reda Kamel
PARS President
Egyptian Rhinological Society
ISIAN, IRS, Egypt 2013

Prof. Ahmed Atef
PARS Secretary General
ISIAN, IRS, Egypt 2013